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  Governors’ Parade marks the Academy’s 
stand-down for the Holidays.  But this 
year, to avoid COVID risk, for the first 
time Governors cannot attend.  We will 
miss parade, inspection, and a wonderful 
opportunity to meet and dine with the boys. 
So, with this note I share our message to the 
Academy at this time of year.  Recognize 
and be proud of your achievements, and 
stay-the-course! 
  Robert Land is by design a world on its 
own.  A place where you don’t get to opt 
out.  A place where you are challenged to 
do.  Really do.  After just three months, 
our new boys may not yet be used to real 
achievement, nor real recognition. Eager for 

the Holidays, they 
are unsure of how 
back home they 
will reconcile new 
motivations with 
old behaviour.  
In weather that 
is often prone to 
sleet or snow, we 
sense this unease 
on the parade 
square during inspection at our Governors’ 
Parade.  
   June’s Graduation Parade is another 
story.  Robert Land’s academic standards 
are among the highest in the country.  
Placed in university or college programs, 
our graduates now know that they have the 
skills and discipline to succeed.  Graduates 
beam with a confidence shared by all. 
Invariably sunny weather bolsters this 
spirit.  
  After 27 years I am retiring from the RLA 
Board.  Brought in to structure a successful 
turnaround business plan for the academy 
in 1991, I was invited to join the board in 
1993.  With pressure to do things differently 
over the years, I stayed on as a voice to stay-
the-course.  That course is more important 
today than it ever was.  And will be even 
more so in years to come.
  Safe and Happy Holidays.

Greetings from the RLA Board
Lance Corporal 
Czyrski reflects on 
his time at RLA

A Message from
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Capt. K - RLA’s Fall 
Ex Champion
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Michael Mathieson
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Cadet Wells
A Coy House IC
    Hello readers, my name is Mike 
Wells.  Arriving at RLA last Febru-
ary, I was just in time for COVID-19.  
Despite the global pandemic, the rest 
of the students and me, at RLA did 
not contract COVID, nor did we have 
much worry about COVID appearing 
on grounds.  Of course we were wor-
ried for our families and friends and 
thought we would all succumb to the 
virus of all places at the Academy…but 
we were wrong!  I ended up staying for 
half of the summer, and saw a different 
side of the Academy…in shorts! 
   After returning, despite my petition 
this past September, it was clear that 
something was different.  At first I 
thought it was that everyone was again 
in BDU, or maybe that all the students 
were now wearing masks, or the new 
Head Master, or that a great number of 
staff had suddenly been promoted, or 
Mr. Blaney had a new lawn tractor…I 
just could not put my finger on it.  Re-
gardless, once back, my CSM’s offered 
me a position and I took it without 
thinking about it.  Life was going to be 
good.  I quickly realized the struggles 
of a House IC and instantly wished I 
had not created as many issues for Bar. 
Jenkins or LBar. Cisneros…sorry guys!  
After some reassurance from Bar. 
Jolly-Blackned, Cdt. Baz and some new 
NCO friends, I felt more confident in 
continuing in my new role. 
   Training for the Fall Ex was won-
derful, (Capt. Bowman told me to say 
that).  And thinking at several points 
throughout the Fall Ex that I would 
not finish, my Section motivated me to 
finish…and it was getting dark out…
and I’m pretty sure I heard coyotes…
or bears…or Senior’s from Niaga-
ra-On-The-Lake – they can be very 
cruel!  Just kidding, I was so thankful/
happy to make it to Fort George that 
I first thought it was a mirage.  At the 

Fort I overheard some older/returning 
students talk about how in years past 
some soldiers from the NMNG, CAF, 
and other military units were unable 
to complete the Exercise, I was pretty 
impressed with myself.
   It wasn’t the Fall Ex, it wasn’t just 
earning my Cadet, but Lt. Jones and 
2Lt. Sinclair I do now appreciate 
the value of completing ones home-
work.  I think it was Remembrance 
Day.  On Remembrance Day we had 
an All-Academy Parade.  My family 
has a pronounced military contribu-
tion and I have grown up with a great 
respect for Canada’s Armed Forces…
especially the Navy.  On parade, I was 
proud to be paying respect to those 
that have given their lives, given their 
freedom, given their time and effort to 
keep us safe.  I was also very shocked 
to hear LCol. Smid read off the num-
ber of RLA staff that have served in 
the Armed Forces in his speech.  I was 
very surprised!  I don’t know what you 
thought, but that made me feel very 
safe.  It was at that point that I felt a 
connection that went beyond rank, 
that went beyond Coy’s, that went be-
yond any distinction and I recognized 
the importance of duty/work.
   On the trail in the Short Hills on the 
Fall Ex, I heard Capt. Bowman try to 
help students with complaints of pain, 

stating, “No pain-no gain Fellas.”  It 
was after hearing LCol. Smid’s speech 
on Remembrance Day that my Fall 
Ex saying began to take meaning, 
“No pain-no pin.”  That has been my 
motivation to reduce my P.O. Run 
time by nine minutes so far this year, 
to complete my homework…multiple 
weeks in a row…right Lt, Jones, to help 
my housemates with organizational 
skills, time management…and reading 
comics.  Without the work…there is 
no reward, and sometimes the reward 
is helping others succeed.  I realized 
that small things at the Academy had 
changed, but the big change was me.  
How I perceived things and perceived 
others had changed.  I will never forget 
Remembrance Day 2020.

The real change has been in myself



Be Worthy of the Sacrifice

An  opportunity  to reflect 
on what honouring veterans 
should really mean.  

RD Smid, MMM, MB, CD
Lieutenant-Colonel (retired)
  With almost a third of the staff of 
Robert Land Academy having served 
in the Armed Forces or still serving as 
Reservists or members of the Cadet 
Instructor Cadre, Remembrance Day 
takes on perhaps a more significant 
role than might be the case in many 
other schools or institutions.  Ideally, 
our cadets would be representing the 
Academy at numerous ceremonies throughout the Niagara region 
at which they would get the opportunity to meet with Veterans 
and community leaders to learn about the sacrifices of those who 
came before them.  Alas, with Covid restrictions in place and our 
Veteran community being particularly susceptible to the virus, 
the Academy chose to mark Remembrance Day with a parade on 
campus.
 While these parades and ceremonies are meant to 
honour Veterans and their sacrifices, they should also represent 
an opportunity to reflect on what honouring these men and 
women should really mean.  How does one generation adequately 
acknowledge the sacrifices of a previous one?  I asked the cadets 
to think about this and my own reflection is that we do so by 
appreciating every moment and working to reach our potential 
every day.  We have each been given a wonderful opportunity; a 
society that is stable, democratic, and prosperous.  As individuals 
living within it, we must strive to be citizens worthy of the sacrifice 
made on our behalf.  We must constantly work to be our best 
selves.  Easy to say, much harder to do.
 Like all of us, your boys have their good days and their 
bad days but I do see them moving in the right direction like a 
meandering river.  It is rewarding to see their successes and to help 
them with their failures.  The most important thing our Veterans 
gave us through their sacrifice is opportunity, which we need to 
cherish and celebrate.  We shall remember them.

Message from the Headmaster
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Recruit Khattab

From what I’ve experienced in the 3 
months I’ve been here, Robert Land 
Academy reveals your potential.  
RLA shows you how intelligent 
you are by pushing you.  I’ve had 
my ups and downs here, but I’ve 
also learned how quickly you can 
recover from those low points.  
Rather than circumventing my 
problems, I’m going to approach 
them by being disciplined and 
mature.  The program RLA is 
providing for me is something I 
will look back on, knowing that 
this school, this brotherhood, is 
something very valuable that not 
many  - only a select few - get to 
experience.

I’ve never enjoyed writing or 
reading, but these teachers have 

inspired me to strive for excellence.  
The teachers don’t put on a show 
and entertain you, they educate 
you with their unique way of 
teaching and teach you life lessons 
along the way.  Every time I enter 
Loyalist Hall, I just feel a sensation 
of excitement. This school really 
is changing my mindset to better 
myself.  Before I came here, I paid 
little attention in school and had no 
interest in my education, but I’m 
thankful that the school is changing 
my perspective of the significance 
of a good education.

In addition to my steadily 
improving academics, my physical 
fitness has significantly improved 
ever since I set foot in this academy.  
I started off running 17 laps (5km) 
in 32 minutes, but now I’m down 
to 24 minutes.  This school really 

promotes physical fitness and active 
living.  If I hadn’t come to this 
academy, down the road I might 
have always regretted not focusing 
on school.  I am proud and grateful 
how this academy is transforming 
me into a young man.

The Academy reveals your potential

Continuing our theme of
Fire Safety…
 
Did you know that lint from a clothes 
dryer can catch fire?
 
As lint from your clothes exits the 
dryer most of it is captured by the 
lint filter.  The lint that escapes 
travels through the exhaust tube to 
the outside.  During this travel it can 
build up inside the tube and at the 
outside vent hood.  Once the lint starts 
building up it can back up to the point 
where it comes too close to the heat 
elements and begins to smolder.
Clothes stained with gas, cooking oil, 
cleaning agents, or other flammable 

chemicals or substances need special 
care. Washing such stained clothing 
more than once to minimize volatile 
chemicals, then hang to dry.
If the lint catches fire it is often too 
hidden to see and will only be found 
when you begin to smell the smoke.  
Since the tube is exiting the house 
through the wall this type of fire can 
spread quickly inside the wall space.
 
The lint filter on your dryer should 
be cleaned out each time you remove 
clothes from the dryer.  It only takes a 
couple of extra minutes once a month 
to look at the dryer vent outside to see if 
there is lint building up.  If so, the tube 
should be cleaned inside the house by 
moving the dryer and removing the 
tube to clean and put back.
 

In the event that a fire does start, 
keep the dryer door closed to limit its 
oxygen supply—a fire needs oxygen to 
keep it going.

Remember…Fire Safety begins with 
you!

Health & Safety



Lance Corporal Czyrski

My time at the Academy began in February 2019. 

My family and I decided I needed a change, and Rob-
ert Land Academy was the place for me. I was excited, 
nervous and hopeful about the opportunity in front 
of me. I will never forget my first day. I met some 
friendly faces and some not so friendly faces. I was 
fortunate enough to meet some great student leaders 
who taught me skills I use to this day. The first month 
was an intense period of formation. I learned how to 
shave, polish, press, march and make by bed to a tee. 
After four hard weeks I earned my Cadet rank. I was 
an extremely gratifying experience to have worked so 
hard and been recognized. Earning my Cadet created a 
lot of opportunities for me at the Academy. I got a job 
in the mess hall and demonstrated my work ethic as 
head table server. I was also able to play on the soccer 
team, where we all learned about camaraderie and 
teamwork. the dates flew off the calendar and before I 
knew it, graduation was upon us. Graduation Parade 
is a great experience. The whole Academy dressed in 
our scarlets, standing on parade. We heard inspiring 
speeches from faculty and valedictorian. Afterwards 
the Head Boy dismissed us and a wave of catharsis 
washed over all the students that day. I left the Acad-
emy excited about the future, and ready to come back 
for more. 

My Grade 11 years was defined b leadership, aca-

demics, wrestling and COVID 19. I came back early 
to help the new recruits, which proved to be a great 
lesson in leadership. I also stepped in as a House IC 
and held that job all year long. I joined the wrestling 
team and that became a seminal experience. We 
practices three to four times a week, meaning that my 
teammates and I were perpetually sore. We wrestled 
in tournaments all over Southern Ontario, regularly 
bringing home medals. Wrestling taught me about 
hard work, dedication, and mental toughness. All the 
time on the mat culminated in a second place finish 
at SOSSA and a trip to OFFSA. I owe my success to 
the excellent coaching from Dr. Brown and Captain 
Dyson. That success translated to the classroom, where 
I earned honour roll for the first time since entering 
high school. My academic success was also thanks to 
excellent support from all my teachers. 

In March, COVID 19 threw a wrench into the aca-
demic year. I think I speak on behalf of the student 
body when I say the time at home was an adjustment 
for all of us. Thankfully Robert Land Academy was 
there once again, with structure and routine. We had 
four online classes a day and section officer meetings 
on Wednesday. We were expected to complete all our 
work, be in uniform, looking properly groomed and 
well kept. It established a predictability that all of us 
benefited from. I finished the year at home, proudly 
watching our online graduation ceremony. I was look-
ing forward to coming back to finish the adventure I’d 
embarked on in February 2029. 

Leadership, academics, wrestling &  COVID
C Company Report
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Robert Land Academy is proud to have been the 
first school to accept the travelling museum ex-
hibit “Black Military History of Niagara”. 
The exhibit, created by the Niagara Military Mu-
seum,  highlights Black soldiers who played a ma-
jor role in Canada’s military history for more than 
200 years. All RLA students visited the exhibit 
and it was included in the curriculum. 

Military History at RLA



Dr. David Harley
Deputy Headmaster
  This morning I brushed snow off my car before driving 
to work.  This gentle reminder that Fall has happened and 
Winter is upon us has been accompanied by the playing 
of Christmas carols in stores and the looming presence 
of the approaching holiday season.  But what does Covid 
Christmas 2020 look like?  Certainly nothing like Before 
Covid Christmas.  Will our lives now be divided into Before 
Covid Christmas (BCC), Covid Christmas (CC) and After 
Covid Christmas (ACC)?  Most certainly — at least for the 
short term.   But what is of equal certainty is the fact that 
with the inevitable return to normal, this will all become a 
fading memory overtaken once again by taking for granted 
those things that are now temporarily lost or threatened. 

During WWII many of our parents or grandparents 
practiced social distancing for other reasons but nonetheless 
experienced separation from friends, family and loved ones 
within the overall context of threats and danger.  However, 

they were able to still feel 
connected by thoughts and 
feelings arguably stronger as a 
result of these circumstances.  
Ironically therefore, proximity 
in distance does not equal 
intimacy.   The former does 
not really require the latter but 
is at best merely facilitated by 
it.  This is well to remember 
during the coming months as 
we struggle to place our own 
sense of deprivation and suffering in context.

The coming Christmas should be a celebration of what we 
have that is of importance as well as those things that we 
still take for granted solely because they have not yet been 
taken away.  The sense of what we do not have can often 
overwhelm our ability to adequately value what we do have.  
It is a tendency that should be resisted at all costs not only 
in service of a sense of gratitude rather than entitlement but 
ultimately in furtherance of our own happiness.

Hard work of drill practice paid off
ASM Paul Zahra
  Remembrance Day has come and gone once again.  All the hard work on drill practices in 
the rain and cold paid off.  I heard many comments from the staff how well you boys turned 
on Parade.  From the boys reading, the cenotaph guard, bell ringer the acting head boy and 
the boys marching, you all put in a great effort.  I was happy with your turn out and would 
like to thank you for your effort on a day special to so many of the staff.  For those boys inter-
ested in a position on Parade please get your memo in to me for an opportunity to try out as 
a Platoon I/C Parade Sergeant Major, Aide-de-camp or Head Boy.

Winter is coming … all boys in grade 12 that need community service hours please make 
sure that when I call for snow shovels and salting crews you get out and help so we can help 
get you the required number of hours of community service hours needed to graduate and to 
ensure the Academy walkways are free and clear of ice and snow.

The annual A Coy field trip to find our Christmas tree is coming up.  Capt. Bowman and I will take you out to find and 
cut down a tree to place in the mess hall.  We will make some decorations for the tree and afterwards enjoy hot chocolate 
and white powder doughnuts from Capt. Ness and his Kitchen staff.

Just a reminder to you all an ASM Inspection is coming soon.  Old boys you know what to expect and how it works 
please make sure you go over my expectations with all boys in your Company so everyone will have a good Inspection. 

A celebration of what we do have
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Captain Bill Simmons
Academic Officer

The week beginning on the 
third Sunday in November 
in each year is proclaimed 
as Bully Awareness and 
Prevention Week by the 
Education Statutes and 
Regulations of Ontario. 
It seems almost irrational 
that we dedicate time 
stamps to Remembrance Day, Bully Awareness Week, 
and Black History Month when we can agree that 
peace, compassion, and equal opportunity should 
be perpetual aspirations of education rather than 
aspirations we reflect on for a day, a week, or a month. 

This past week I had the opportunity to speak with all 
Robert Land students about bullying. Unfortunately, I 
had to preface my lecture with the understanding that 
lectures on bullying are ineffective in the prevention 
of bullying. In a similar way, knowledge-based 
interventions, raising awareness, teachable moments, 
and appeals to empathy are ineffective. Our group 
discussion centered on effective inventions, namely 
“school culture.” Most importantly, we discussed the 
importance of quality relationships among students 
and especially between staff and students. Students 
should feel comfortable approaching any staff member 
in any department knowing their voices will be heard. 
Clear rules and expectations regarding bullying help 
everyone understand that bullying is not tolerated 
at any level. At Robert Land we promote boys based 
on attitude, effort, and behaviour; we value academic 
work with academic medals, Student of the Week, 
and the Honour Roll; we esteem camaraderie and 
teamwork in the Citizen of the Week Award.

We left our discussion with the aim to create a culture 
that does not belittle our peers but empowers them.

The importance 
of quality
relationships

Troy Krywulak

Captain Troy Krywulak 
is affectionately  known 
as Captain K because his 
name is as difficult to say as 
it is to spell. 

Captain 
Krywulak 
has been a 
multi-faceted 
educator at 
Robert Land 
Academy for 
13 years. He 
has taught 
at all levels 
and fulfilled several roles, from teacher to section 
officer to company commander to athletic director. 
Captain Krywulak is not only the Academy Athletic 
Director, but also the coach for every varsity team 
except wrestling. He appreciates coaching because 
the most memorable and significant aspect of his 
high school experience was participation on school 
teams, and Captain Krywulak’s goal is to ensure 
our boys have similar opportunities to develop and 
grow in meaningful ways outside the classroom. In 
addition, sport offers him another avenue to establish 
a valuable rapport with student-athletes – a rapport 
that helps him motivate students both in class and 
in life. Captain Krywulak’s passion for sport is 
balanced by his passion for learning. As you pass by 
his classroom, there are often spirited polemics on 
ethics, suffering, and politics, or historical debates on 
the Mesopotamian Empire, the French Revolution 
or Twentieth Century fascism. His classes encourage 
students to analyse, question and compare their 
own ideas and values in different contexts with 
the ambition that education can create a more 
understanding and articulate individual. Around 
the campus, Captain Krywulak is renowned for his 
four straight Fall Exercise wins, which is a testament 
to his commitment to the training, teamwork, and 
commitment of his students.

Getting to Know the Staff
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James Lewis
2968 RCAC

For Sgt. Jim Singh in his final year of 
cadets, it is time for him to reflect. 
Sgt. Jim Singh, 17, is in his fifth year 
with 2968 RCAC. The unit is the cadet 
unit at Robert Land Academy, Canada’s 
only military themed school located in 
Wellandport in Ontario’s Niagara Region. 
He first joined the corps in the Academy’s 
junior cadet program when he was in 
grade 7 in 2013, his first year at the 
academy. 
He remembers what he was like at the 
time. He describes himself as being 
undisciplined, unmotivated, shy and even 
reclusive. 
“I was a bit arrogant, I didn’t really like 
getting along with others,” Singh said. “I 
was more of a keep-to-myself person. 
“As part of (Robert Land Academy’s A 
Company – grade 5 – 8 students) A Coy 
we were automatically enrolled in the 
junior cadet program (a program for 
children aged 10-11 to introduce them 
to the cadets),” Singh said. “I found that 
program created a love for the outdoors 
and outdoors skills with me and helped me 
to make the decision to go into the regular 
cadet corps when I was old enough.”
“Through that program I started to learn 
to make friends which have lasted through 
to my years in RCAC, I started learning 
how to respect others and be a team 
player,” he said. 
The junior cadet program covered many 
aspects of regular RCAC programming 
that Singh enjoys. They learned to build 
improvised shelters, ice forts in the winter, 
as well as learning to be active. 
“It was learning to be active, that’s what it 
was all about, getting your hands on and 
building things,” Singh said. “During the 
winter we built ice forts and as much as we 
thought it was fun and games it was also 
part of the RCAC program.”
When it came to building shelters, Singh 
said “I found out I was very good at tying 
knots, so, when it came to shelter building, 
I was the ‘knot guy’ which kind of was a 
huge gain for my feeling of self worth.”
Once he became part of the regular RCAC 
program, Singh says that it helped him a 
lot. 

“It opened a lot of gateways for me,” Singh 
said. “It allowed me to participate in 
many interesting RCAC training events 
off campus that allowed me to meet other 
people from different corps, meeting new 
friends, learning to interact with others.”
“Being part of the program has taught me 
a lot, it’s taught me to have manners, it’s 
taught me to be a gentleman, it’s taught 
me to be a team player,” he said. “It’s has 
given me a different meaning to my life 
completely.”
His commanding officer speaks very 
fondly of Sgt. Singh’s time in the corps. 
“Jimmy is always willing to help organize 
training and supervise other cadets,” 
Capt. John Milliken said. “He willingly 
takes on leadership roles and looks for 
opportunities to help others.”
Singh encourages anyone who is old 
enough to join the cadets.
“There are a lot of options to what 
someone can get out of cadets,” he says. 
“You can learn a lot of neat skills to have, 
for example map and compass. Very 
important to know how to do this if you 
ever plan to do any hiking. You learn 
marksmanship which is a very good 
recreational sport, this really teaches you 
precision and patience. You learn how 
to build shelters out of your everyday 
equipment which could really be necessary 
if you ever get lost.”
However, he feels that the cadets really 
help people with their essential skills that 
everyone needs. 
“One of the essential skills you get out 

of cadets is time management, that’s 
something that everyone needs, you really 
can’t be late,” he said. “I’d definitely say that 
learning map bearings is an essential skill 
because if you are out in the wild and you 
don’t have access to technology you can 
look up at the sun and figure out where 
you are, even learning to navigate at night, 
everyone should learn this.”
For Singh, being a member of RCAC has 
also led him down a path of personal 
fitness. 
During his time at Robert Land Academy, 
he has done a five km PO run in 17.51, he 
has played on all the sports teams in the 
academy, he came seventh in SOSSA for 
cross country, second place at SOSSA in 
track and field for the 800 and 1500 metre 
runs.
“The earning of the physical fitness awards 
in cadets which helped me rank up also 
motivated me to push myself physically to 
do what I needed for competitions,” Singh 
says.
He has his gold level fitness award from 
the corps. 
Being a member of the RCAC has led Sgt. 
Singh to an important life decision. He is 
currently in the process of enrollment for 
the Royal Military College of Canada with 
ambitions to become an infantry officer.
He is very excited about the process, and 
at this point in the process he is doing his 
aptitude testing. 

Finding new meaning in life through RCAC
2968 RCAC, Robert Land Academy Corps
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Andrew Bourque

Andrew’s grade 9 year 
was not a good one. He 
had always struggled with 
school, and things had 
only gotten worse when 
he started high school. 
Bad grades combined with 
a bad attitude prompted 
Andrew’s parents to 
send him to RLA for his 
Grade 10 year. It was a 
challenging but positive 
year. That was way back in 
1991. 

Since leaving RLA, 
Andrew has dedicated his 
life to being an educator. 
He is a secondary school teacher and department head in 
the Halton Catholic District School Board. Along the way, 
he was able to complete three post-graduate degrees and also 
served in the Canadian Armed Forces (Reserves) as a chaplain 
to regular force members, reservists and cadets. He is also 
involved in his local church and community. Andrew truly believes that his passion for education and mentoring began at 
RLA when the “tough love” of the Academy helped him realize his potential and set him on a pathway to success. The care 
shown to him at RLA taught him never to give up on a troubled teen. 

Andrew believes that the lessons he learned at RLA helped transform his life for the better. At RLA, Andrew learned that 
actions have consequences. More importantly, he learned that he had the ability to be a good student and that he had 
leadership potential. 

RLA taught him the value of honour, loyalty, labour, commitment and courage; he says these Academy values have stayed 
with him into adulthood and have helped him become who he is today. 

From struggling student to high school teacher

Robert Land Academy
6727 South Chippawa Rd
Wellandport, ON  L0R 2J0
905-386-6203
www.rla.ca I contact@rla.ca

RobertLandAcademy

www.GiveToRLA.ca

RLA  Alumni

 robertlandacademyalumni

www.RLA.ca/alumni
www.RLA.ca

Alumni can stay in touch with RLA 
through the website at:

Alumni can connect with each
other and RLA through Facebook:

Follow RLA

Photos of events, upcoming 
events and news about RLA 
are posted frequently.

Support RLA
Robert Land Academy is a not-for-profit organization. School fees cover the 
costs to run the school including staff, utilities, food, and supplies. Extras for 
the boys, such as the purchase of canoes and bikes to supplement the outdoor 
activities, as well as upgrades to the physical campus are funded through 
donations to the school.
Scholarships, offered through the Founder’s Scholarship Fund, are also funded 
solely through donations. 
Your donation to the school will help us provide the opportunities and 
experiences to our current students that enable us to help them reach their true 
potential and will enable us to help many more young men. 
Thank you for your continued support of the school and the students.
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Where are RLA  Alumni Now?


